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1 Introduction
Many individual economic decisions involve private information which by denition are not
available to the researcher. Unobserved heterogeneity may inuence decisions over the life-
cycle and both the timing of these events and the size of these idiosyncratic parameters will
be intimately linked. This poses some methodological problems for the estimation of models
where we have unobserved heterogeneity correlated with variables that reect past decisions.
Often we will have to estimate correlated random coecient models. For relevant examples
of this phenomenon, one can refer to Card [2] and Browning and Lechene [1]. Card, for
example, shows with a life-cycle model that the number of years of schooling depends not
on only on the ability of the individuals but also on their specic returns to education. If
the returns to schooling vary among the population we will have to estimate an earnings
equation where the idiosyncratic returns to education are correlated with the number of
schooling years. If we estimate such a model by OLS, we will get biased estimate because
people with lower returns will tend to invest less in education.
The econometrics literature has recently been interested in the treatment of correlated
random coecient models. Card proposes instrumental variables estimators for his model.
Heckman and Vitlacyl [3] and Wooldridge [5], [6] provide identifying assumptions if one is
willing to use instrumental variables techniques. Unfortunately, the assumptions proposed
might be dicult to fulll in the presence of endogenous binary variables. It seems on the
other hand to be fruitful to investigate the size of the bias of traditional estimators and
provide bounds to the parameters of interest.
The idea of this note is to derive the bias of the OLS estimator of a correlated random
coecient model. The model we investigate involves one correlated random coecient and
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a binary variable associated with it. We use this latter characteristic of the model and
the economic predictions to provide set-identication of the parameters of interest. The
results provided in this paper may be useful for practitioners as these kind of models appear
frequently in economics.
In section 2, we present the model which consists of a demand equation conditioned on a
binary variable, and we discuss the identication of the model with instrumental variables.
In section 4, we derive the bias of the OLS estimator. We show that we can give upper or
lowerbounds to the parameters of interest of the model. We also show that we can reduce
the bias. Section 5 gives some concluding comments.
2 A Correlated Random Coecient model
In this section, we discuss the estimation of a correlated random coecient model (CRCM)
with cross-section data. We consider the case where there is only one correlated coecient.
Moreover, the random coecient is correlated with a discrete variable. The aim of the
estimation is to recover the structural parameters of the model, particularly the mean of the
random coecient. Consider for example the following model
cw;i = + xi + ihi + i (1)
with E [ij 1; xi; hi; ihi] = 0 and hi is a discrete endogenous variable. Equation (1) is a
conditional demand equation where cwi is work-related expenses, xi is total expenditures and
hi the work status (see Kolodziejczyk [4] for further details on this model). Since i varies
among the population, we can write
i =  + vi (2)
with E (i) =  and E (vi) = 0: Since vi is correlated with hi, then the OLS estimator of a
regression of cwi on xi and hi will be biased:
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To see this we can rewrite the model as
cw;i = + xi + hi + !i + i; (3)
where we have dened !i  vihi. The variable hi is endogenous, and we assume it can be
expressed by the following reduced form equation
hi = 1 [g (vi;q
0
i) > 0] (4)
where g () is some non-linear function and qi is a vector of explanatory variables. Equation
(4) summarizes the comparison of the utility level obtained in both states and the net gain
of taking action h = 1 depends on vi. We assume that that the net gain of action h = 1 g is
monotonically decreasing with vi, i.e.
@g=@vi < 0: (5)
What are the assumptions needed to identify ? Heckman and Vitlacyl [3] andWooldridge
[5], [6] nd identifying assumptions for linear versions of this model which allow to use in-
strumental variables techniques. In order to estimate the model with standard instrumental
variables techniques, we have to assume the covariance between the xed costs and the
decision to retire is constant. Rewrite the model as
i = z
0
i + vi
hi = w
0
ih + ei
where zi and wi are instruments for i and hi respectively. We need the following assumption
to identify 
E [vieij zi;wi] = k (6)
where k is a constant. Heckman and Vytlacil (op. cit.) propose GMM estimators. Unfor-
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tunately, because of the non-linearity of the model assumption (6) will probably not hold.
Since hi is a non-linear function, the model will be nonseparable. Furthermore, it might be
dicult in some context to nd good instruments. Therefore, we prefer to consider the OLS
estimator of this random coecient model, compute its bias and try to see whether we can
sign it.
3 Bias of the OLS estimator
In this section we derive the bias of the OLS estimator of model (1). We rewrite equation
(3) as
cw;i = x

i + h

i + !

i + 

i , (7)
where the stars denotes variables in deviations from their mean. We assume xi is measured
without error and we dene x0i  (xi ; hi ) and 0  (; ) :We maintain the assumption that
E [jx; h; !] = E [] = 0:
The probability limit of the OLS estimator is equal to
plim OLS    = E (x0x) 1E (x0!)
where
E (x0x) =
0B@ V (x) cov (x; h)
cov (x; h) V (h)
1CA
and
E (x0!) =
0B@ cov (x; !)
cov (h; !)
1CA :
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The elements of these two matrices can be rewritten as
V (h) = P (h = 1) (1  P (h = 1)) ;
cov (x; h) = [E (x)  E (xjh = 1)]P (h = 1) ;
cov (x; !) = fcov (x; vjh = 1)  [E (x)  E (xjh = 1)]E (vjh = 1)gP (h = 1) ;
and cov (h; !) = E (vjh = 1) (1  P (h = 1))P (h = 1)
which result from the following probability limits
plimN1=N = P (h = 1) ;
plim
1
N
X
x2i = E
 
x2

;
plim
1
N1
X
vihi = E (vjh = 1) ;
plim
1
N1
X
xihi = E (xjh = 1) ;
and plim
1
N1
X
vixihi = E (v
0xjh = 1)
where we have dened N as the number of observations and N1 as the number of observations
where h = 1:
Using the fact that E (x) = E (xjh = 1)P (h = 1)+E (xjh = 0)P (h = 0) ; the bias can
be rewritten as
plimOLS    = cov (x; vjh = 1)Pr (h = 1)P (h = 0)
V (x)P (h = 0)  [E (x)  E (xjh = 1)]2 P (h = 1) (8)
and
plim OLS    = E (vjh = 1) + cov (x; vjh = 1) [E (x)  E (xjh = 1)] Pr (h = 1)
V (x)P (h = 0)  [E (x)  E (xjh = 1)]2 P (h = 1) (9)
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We make the following additional assumptions:
E (xjh = 1) > E (xjh = 0) (10)
and
cov [vxjh = 1] > 0 (11)
We also assume that v is symmetrically distributed around its mean.
Proposition 1 Under assumptions (5),(10) and (11), the asymptotic biases of OLS and
OLS are respectively positive and negative.
Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
V (x)  [E (xjh = 0)  E (xjh = 1)]2 P (h = 0)P (h = 1)  0: (12)
Under assumptions (11), the right hand-side of (8) is positive. Furthermore, under assump-
tions (5) and the symmetry assumption for vi we have E [vjh = 1] < 0. In addition with
assumption (10) this implies that the right hand-side of (9) is negative.
These conditions imply that the OLS estimator of  will be downward biased and will
give a lower bound to this parameter. The OLS estimator of  will be upward biased. The
OLS estimator cannot identify  and , but we can give a lower bound to  and an upper
bound to :
If we estimate the demand system on the population where h = 0, we will obtain an
estimator of , which we denote by 0OLS. Since we no longer have a correlated random
coecient model, this estimator is consistent. Then we can rewrite equation (9) as
plim OLS   [E (x)  E (xjh = 1)]
Pr (h = 0)
plim
 
OLS   0OLS

=  + E (vjh = 1) : (13)
All the objects on the left-hand side of equation (13) are identied and can be estimated
consistently. This allows a reduction of the asymptotic bias of OLS by using the following
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estimator
OLS   N
N  N1 (x  x1)
 
OLS   0OLS

where x = N 1
PN
i=1 xi and x1 = N
 1
1
PN
i=1 xihi.
4 Conclusion
In this note we have discussed the estimation of a correlated random coecient model
with a unique random coecient correlated with a binary variable. We have shown that the
instrumental variables methods will unlikely give consistent estimates of the parameters of
interest. Therefore we have derived the bias of the OLS estimator of the model and provided
some set identication, i.e. we were able to give upper-bounds and lower-bounds to these
parameters. Furthermore the economics of the problem helped us to provide an estimator
whose bias is lower. This may provide useful information for practitioners who would like to
estimate such models which often appear in economics.
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